
 

Lectured
The Hamiltonianpathproblem asks whethertheinputdirectedgraph has apath
from s to t thatgoesthrough every node exactly once

HAMPATH LG S t 6 is a directedgraphwitha Hamiltonianpathfroms tot

Quiz 7.1 Whichofthefollowingpathsis not a Hamiltonianpath

A T B a C a

g o toe of a o

Tneorem741 HAMPATH is NP complete

ProofTo show that HAMPATHis NP complete wefirst have to showthat
HAMPATHENP and then find an NP completeproblem Z and construct
a Karp reduction so that Z EpHAMPATH

HAMPATHENP
A nondeterministic polynomial time TM can guess a path from s
to t and then check in polynomial time if there are no repetitions in the
path and every vertex isvisited in thepath If both conditions holdthen
the NTM acceptsotherwise it rejects

Show that 35ATEpHAMPATH

The Karp reduction should take as an input ANY 3CNFformulaof thatmay
or may not besatisfiable and construct a directed graph E V E
so that for s te V

is satisfiable ifandonly if thereexists a Hamiltonianpathfrom s to t inG
de3SAT E F d eHAMPATH F isthefunctionthat comput

or PE3SAT 6 G S e EHAMPATH theKarpreductionInputis 0andoutputis GS t

I This directed graph G is constructedbythis can beANY32nF us Wehave control over which graphformulaNocontrolover
we generatethroughthereductionthe input also we choose s and t
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l variables Xi XlFEE

Themain knob in of isthe truth assignment of a variable Xi
We have to somehow signal whether Xi TRUE or X FALSE through apath
on a directed graph

Thedirection of a subgraph traversal can act as a signal
about whether Xi TRUE or X FALSE

Xi Efg leftiesp Xi trot Xi Efg rightist Xi FALSE

ofsubgraph ofsubgraph

Suppose we havethefollowing
concrete input folder Exel

a LIVE.rs
Let's see how we can construct a G s t output for Karpreduction by
combining a subgraph per variable of d

x q
Quiz 7.2 Whichof thefollowing Hamiltonianpaths does not

give a satisfying truth assignment to
X vx vx A X VXLVXz A I VI V53
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m
Hamiltonianpath we cannot translateevery Hamiltonianpath to a
satisfying truth assignment That is

PE3SAT G S E EHAMPATH DE3SAT G S E EHAMPATH
at

The main problem is that we are not keeping trackofwhetherevery
clause is satisfied by the chosen Hamiltonianpath Infact we have
not encoded clauses all in the CGs t we have constructed so far

Somehow we have to keep track of
How many clauses do we have

Insert one vertex perclause
Whichvariables are associatedwitheach clause

Connect at most threesubgraphs variableswith eachclause
Which truth assignment of a variablewouldsatisfyeachclause

Pick the appropriatedirectionfor theedgesthat
connect a subgraph with a clause

Resolvedin our running example d

Egr hexyl
a linguist

ÉÉ
X o ca

Xz 003

Resolvedin our running example d ter h

Exel
a LIVE.fi

Notice that C is associated with variables X X2 and Xz Thus

Let's not commit on the

d

I
j yj j

d

specifics oftheseedges
just yet



Resolvedin our running example d ter hexyl
a
LIVE.gr

For example we want to make sure that X subgraph can access c

vertex during a left to right traversal because c hasthe literal X
On the other hand we want to make sure that x subgraph can access Cz
vertex during a right to left traversal because ez has the literal I

É
70

X Eff 7003

CedAttempttRemovethe horizontal edgeandadd two vertices thatcan go to c and return back

x o
TheX TRUE becomes

FETE
Similarly changethe horizontaledge so thatthepath can reach Cz
and return back

The em

Theproblem now is that we added two vertices
for the left to right and two vertices for the right to left
Thusregardless ofwhich way we choose theresulting
path is not a Hamiltonianpath because we do notpassthrough
at least two vertices

ForXTRUE

YÉ ÉI
stead of four new vertices adf.iq ggrg shared

É
Theresultingpathsgothroughallverticesof

subgraph Xi



Thus we need two extra vertices foreach clause ateach subgraph

The end result for input p Lex hexyl
a linguist is

i

i

t

Amoreformaltreatment
ThereductionshouldworkforALLpossibleinputs

Givenanyarbitrary Atia petwith u Booleanvariablesandm clauses the TM
that computesthe Karpreduction function outputs a graphG V E andthenodes s tell

Describe the reduction



Showthat it takespolynomialtime

ShowthatPe35AT FateHAMPATH

Suppose of is satisfiable for eachvariable x x traverse horizontal
nodes from left to right if Xi TRUE according to the satisfying truth
assignment and right to left if Xi FALSE according to the satisfying truth
assignment For each clause a ok chooseoneliteralthatis true it is

possible to have more than one true literals and detour to passfrom Cj
Showthat FaeHAMPATH Pe35AT

Suppose G has a Hamiltonianpath from s to t Weneed to translate
this Hamiltonianpath in 6 to a satisfying assignment in 4
CaseAnalysis
caseA TheHamiltonian pathpassesthrougheach subgraph Xi Xe

in order
or

Case B The Hamiltonianpath jumpsbetween subgraphs Xi Xe

We will prove that case B is impossible

For the sake of contradiction supposethatthe Hamiltonianpath jumps
between subgraphs and that the first from top to bottom jump
happens at vertex Li

observe that either aim or

ditz is a separator



Case B l Vertex Lit is a separator if ai and di concern clauseCj

only edgesentering Litt are
Ij oc

is a

separating
he

QQ and o o

TheHamiltonianpath cannot enter
Lit from ai because di isalready traversed

The Hamiltonianpath cannot enter him
from ditz because if it does thepath would

be stuck in dit since both of dit neighbors are visited

Cannot terminate in t Contradiction

ICaseB2I Vertex ditz is a separator if ai and Lin concern clause c

If dig is a separator then theonly

ofy.pe jg0g
edge entering an are

8Mt and Ligi and
8

The Hamiltonianpath cannot enter an from
ai or Cj becausethey are already traverse

The Hamiltonianpath cannot enter him from
ditz because if it does thepath would be

stuck in dit sinceboth of dit neighbors arevisited

cannot terminate in t Contradiction
DU

j ph G V E has an independent set of size k if there exists
a set S of size k vertices such that forany pairof vertices u.ve S there
is no edge u v

Wedefine the language for the problem Subset Sum

SUBSET SUM Cd ay an t
All ai are positiveintegersandthereexists
a subsetof ai integersthatsums to t



Notin Sipser

Irem SUBSET SUM is NP complete

ProofTo show thatSUBSET SUM isNPcomplete wefirst have to showthat
SUBSETSUMENP and then find an NP completeproblem Z and construct
a Karp reduction so that Z EpSUBSETSUM

SUBSETSUMENP
A nondeterministic polynomial time TM can guess a subsetofnumbers
from a an andchecks inpolynomial time if thissubset sums to t If itdoes
then the NTM accepts otherwise it rejects

Show that INDEpSUBSET

The Karp reduction should take as an inputANYinput G K forIND thatmay
or may nothavean ind set and construct a set of numbers a an
and a target t such that
G admits an ind set ofsize k ifandonly if there is a subsetin ai an thatsumsto t

GK E IND E FUGKI E SUBSETSUM F isthefunctionthat computes
or G K E IND E Cai dn t ESUBSETSUM theKarpreduction

We have to encode the graph structure of 6 with a set ofnumbers
Let's see a concrete example

Yeon what if we define a numberwith le ltl digits for
G iseqffey

each vertex TheCiti thdigitof uj is 1 if the i th
edgehas Uj as an endpoint otherwise it is 0

Vertex u u integer a 58
4

Vertex U n integer 2 10110

Let's see now the sum of independent sets
s U V3 27 2 43 21111
s U2 V43 27 22 44 2Yfwepick to 21,111then forthis

example theindependent sets
correspond to subsetsthatsum to t



Let's see anothergraph example
on

q eg.ua
vertex u integer a it
Vertex U n integer22 11 1 000
Vertex U integer23 101000
Vertex Uy integer24 1001 10
Vertex Us integer25 1000 1 144 V3

Let's see now the sum of independent sets
S Ui V33 27 2 43 211101
S U2V43 222 24 211110

There is no single tvalue
thatworksfor all independen
sets of size two

It Patch the discrepancy by introducing one new numberperedge

uq gg.ua
vertex u integer a if Is
Vertex U n integer23 101000

Vertex Us integer25 1000 1 144 V3
Theideaisthatthe

Edge eg n integer by 001 000 flipthedigitoftheinciden
Edge ez m integer b 0001 00 edgesbyaddingai totheso

Therestoftheedgeswill

IntheendalledgesmustEdge eg m integer b5 000001 havedigitl intheir
corresponding position

Let's revisit the independent sets
S U U 3 2 23 b4 211111

23 101 0 00

I S 21 1 I 1 I

S U2 V43 7 22 24 bs 211111
T

I ge IIEkinYeage

S Us V43 27 23 44 t b tbs 211111

EEE EE in
remainingedges



s U2 Ug 27 22 25 63 211111

v4 Us

Moreformally

Describe the reduction

Given an undirected graph G V E withvertexset V usMa un edge
set E er em and a target size k for theindependent see thereduction
algorithm constructs ntm t l positive integers that define an instance of the
subset sum problem

Foreach vertex u definethenumber aiiffmftggygij.in
eachincidentedge

where Ag
Positio

denotes the set of edges incident to di
Foreach edge ej definethenumber by 10m i
Definethetarget sum t k.com É 10m i

Iolynomialtime
To create eachof the di numbers wehave iteratethrough theedges ofthe
corresponding vertex Since eachedge is considered twiceconceforeachendpoint
the total time for this generation is 0 ntm Generating theb numbers takes
0 m time

qq.is 1 si aenaisnsentvemicess
size k that is an independent setBy construction for every vertex in S there
exists an associated number in f's output Let Al be the setof numbers that
correspond to the vertices in S The fact thatthereis noedge between anypair
of vertices in S means that the sum of A willnot haveany numberwith digit
largerthan I except the m thdigit If there was a digit 2 then the collection
of vertices S wouldcontain both endpoints ofthe sameedge Since sets has
size k the sum A willhavedigit k in the m th position fromright to left
If we add to sum Al all the edge numbers bj thathave no endpoints in S
then we will get a subset of integers that sums to t Thus theoutput of reductio
f is a member of the language SUBSETSUM



FLG.klltsuBSET SUM G.DE ND

If f GK is a memberoflanguageSUBSETSUM then there exists a subset
of numbers that sums to t k.com E10mi Since everydigitof t is one
except the m th we know that every edge is considered exactly one time
either because the summation includes thecorresponding bj or because the
summation includes exactly one of theedge's endpointsNext we arguethat
the vertices associatedwith the numbers di that sum to t can not shavean
edge in between thecorresponding verticesof thegraph If they did share an
edge say ej then the j th digit of the summation wouldhavebeen2 contradictio
Thus the ai included in the summation comprise an independent set
Finally we haveexactly k terms from 4,22


